
Iwasawa Theory for Class Group Schemes Brydee
in characteristic p VaNTAGe, 2023

R - finite field ofchar P>0
X/R curve (smooth, proj geom coun'd)
Py =Sdegree o divisors on x =Jx(R)

sprincipal divisors] ↑Jacobian
-finite, abelian group.

Iwasawa theory:How do class groups

grow
in Te-towers of curves?

Def:R prime. AZe-tower over X is:
-

EXnYnso, Xn+Xo-X branched Galois

cover ofcurves with group E/paz,
uhrai'd

outside S=X(R), totally ram'd over S.

CT:No such towers ifefp or S=p!

Ip-towers/XE (x(0:x,(Xg- 5) +4prai'd over SAP ur

Affine !

x,et(Affinel =free pro-p on countably
maxe pro-p qt. fitegens!



Ihm (Gold-Kiselevsky '84; Mazor-Wiles's 6)
LetEXn] be a p-tower. Then

14xP3) =prpt-
for some M,wEK
and all 12TO

C1xn[P1=5xn[p](k) =R-points of

Jxnp):
=Ker(p:Jxx +5xn)
e

finite group sheme
-
Algebraic group!

Any finiteup. Scheme G/R decomposes
G =xet x Go

G(R) =GetCR) totallymisses Go!

EX:Any p-tower SYn3 with Xo=P'
and S =503 has CXn[P] =0, alln,
yet5xp] has dimension ongenus Xn

and Incp2, some 70.

Refined Iwasawa Theory:How do the

group schemes JXnSp] grow in Ip-towers
ofcurves?No analogue for number fields!



Basic tool:DiendonneTheory
finite dim'l k-vs. M tfinite gp.sch/R El F,V:M+ME killed by p 3 E 3GmD(G) FA=iPF, NV=VXY, FV =VF=0

The Coda) X/R curve.

(P)
0 <Tx[f)(5,p))- 5x [V]>8

-3D(- )

0 +Ho(ax) +HdR(X1xR -> H') @1eR +0
R R

F=0 V=0
f =Grobenius,

V =Cartier =FV

R[v] -module str. of Hix)
determines Jx[f], Jx[VI

How does the RCV) -module Mr=Hoe/xn)
grow in a p-tower 9Xny of curves?

dimp Mr=Gn. By Riemann-Hurwitz:

2gn-2 =p"(29.-2) +2 4(p")s:(al
as El ith upper from. break



Rem: All ramification is Wid! ->
-

SCP) >, p and can be unbounded.
SnCQl

=>InCp2,330 and can grow
arbitrarily fast!

Def:AEp-tower [XnY has stable monodromy
if Sn(Q) =do.p+ cq for all Q, 40.

nil

As k[V]-mods:Mn=MY*Mm
and MR= (RY!)*sm with

Sn =pr(so+151-1) - 151 + 1

by the Deuring - Shafarerich formula.

Since V nilpotenton Me", the integers

an= dim,Ker(V: Mn +Mn)
completely determine Mr".
The numbers anare mysterious, and
is no analogue ofRHorDS for them!



Exp=13, X,+ Xo= P' given by yp-y=f
with s =50) and d, (D) =7
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Rem:p-towers [XnY can be made
-

"explicit":Kn:function field of Xn

kn=RCY,,Y2, ...,Yn), (YY,Y?-)-(Y,,...) =weW(I)
Tin WCKol Wittring*

If W =(W,W2, ...) has Wn=0 for no 3

then 9Xny has stable monodramy.
Based on extensive computations in MAGMA:

conjecture (Booker-C) Assume [Xn] has
stable monodromy:Sq(n) = dap"+(p, 4x0.
Then

air=
rts.p2n +Olp" as hee



Def:Abasic tower is one given by
d

CYP, 42, ...) - (s,...) =[ Sait*
teichmilleri

=
1

die R, ai= 0 if ilp, adto.
These are monodromy stable, with Xo=P!S=403.
Ihm (Booker, Kramer-Miller, Upton, CI:

conjecture is true for basic towers.

Rem for basic towers, Booker->conjecture:
r d

Aa?=
r+, 2(p+1):42

+Xn +cn)

for some x= Q and pedic C:X1mI+Q.

sketch ofproof:Fix [Xn3, :Xn+ Xm
dr=ntupper ram. break&D. For D- divisor on Xn,

MCD):=Ho(-xn(DI), Mn=Mn(0)
Let M= lim Mn, a 1-RITD-module-

n,A

vic T =8 - 1, Gal(Kx/1) =<w).



Magic of char. p:

+P*
=(r -1)P*=2PM- 1, Gal(kY/km) =<2P)

** T
===com-T4pi =1

RyR* =deg(x) =pr-m =0

I M is a countable productofcopies of1.
LetQ =Frac(1) =RICTI). We can make

MDQ into a Q-Banach space by
1

declaring M
=unitball.

② V:M - M is completely continuous.

crucially uses monodromy stable hyp.
->Fredholm determinat

(5) =det(1- sVI,) = NIST is defined

③ [XnYs 0:,e(p!-x) ->p =S41*
811+T

(15) =L(0,5):=T erobulsegL
roll

via crystalline interpretation of L-fus.



④ VCM has:
- Hodge polygon HPencoding SNA of V

- Newton polygon NP=MP,(((S1)
Work of Upton +Kramer-Miller using:
* NP HP, and touch percally

⑤ Explicitcalculation of NP, using ,
then use 4 to infer info aboutHP.

Further Directions

① Study H'dR(Xn) 5JxnCp7

② Study H'crys(Xa) 1-JxnCpY7
③ Prove conjecture in general

④weaken monodromy-stable hypothesis
⑤ s-towers of curves, I- p-adic liegp.

Thank you!


